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Guide to Completing a Student Visa Application from Inside the UK 

This guide is for Liverpool John Moores University students who are applying for a Student Visa from 
inside the UK, either extending a student visa or switching to student visa from another permitted 
visa category. 

You should ensure that you read the 'Applying for a Student Route Visa in the UK' Information Sheet 
to check eligibility requirements before you complete a Student Visa application. 

Some key points about applying for a Student Visa in the UK 

You can apply for your visa via standard service (for a decision within 8 weeks of submitting 
biometrics), priority* (for a decision within 5 working days of submitting biometrics) and super 
priority* (for a decision the next working day after the biometric appointment)* 

*Our understanding is that at present priority and super-priority services are suspended due to COVID-
19  

The date you pay the IHS charge and application fee is the date you have made your visa application. 
Do not worry if your visa expiry date passes and you have not received a decision. As long as you 
submitted a valid visa application in time (so by your visa expiry date) you can lawfully remain in the 
UK while you are awaiting your decision. 

Please ensure that your documents meet the Student visa requirements on this date. For further 
information please see our Information Sheet on ‘Applying for the Student Route visa inside the UK’ 
HERE. 

     You can scan and upload your supporting documents instead of sending them. 

 After you submit your visa application, some students will need to visit a UKVCAS centre to 
provide your biometric information (digital fingerprints and photo)  

 Some students may be eligible to complete the visa application process by using the UKVCAS IDV 
app as UKVI confirms whether biometrics can be re-used. You will be contacted to confirm 
whether you are eligible to use the IDV App or whether you will need to attend an appointment. 

 There will be user pay services, but you shouldn’t need to pay to have your documents checked 
for you at the appointment – the International Student Advisers at LJMU are trained specialists 
in the Student immigration rules and can answer any questions you have for free before you 
apply.  

 If you need to attend and in-person biometrics appointment, your passport will be returned         
you once you have provided your biometric information.  

You cannot travel outside the Common Travel Area (UK and Ireland) when your Student visa 
application is in progress because you will not be able to re-enter the UK on a Student visa and 
your application will be cancelled. If you need to travel urgently before a decision is made, please 
contact The International Advice Team for information.   

More information can be found at: https://www.gov.uk/ukvcas  

 If you require ATAS clearance, you should make sure you do this in plenty of time. 
www.gov.uk/guidance/academic-technology-approval-scheme  

https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/international-advice
https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/~/media/files/ljmu/discover/international-student-support/study-visas/insidetheuk.pdf?la=en%20%20
https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/~/media/files/ljmu/discover/international-student-support/study-visas/insidetheuk.pdf?la=en%20
http://www.gov.uk/guidance/academic-technology-approval-scheme
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Go to www.gov.uk/student-visa 

 

 

Click on extend your visa if extending 
or switch to this visa if switching to 

this visa  

 

If you are inactive for over 25 minutes, you will be automatically logged out of the application 
form.  

To log back in you will need to go to UKVI email and click on the link provided. You are not able to 
log into your account directly via the gov.uk website. 

https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/international-advice
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Scroll down to section on Apply  

Click on “Start Now” 

Click yes or no depending on your 
nationality 

Click ‘England, Scotland, Wales or 
Northern Ireland’ 
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EU/EEA Nationals only – you will be directed to screens regarding verifying your 
ID. This can usually be done via the IDV app if you have a biometric passport.  

For non-EU/EEA passport holders please go straight to Page 6 

 

 

IF you are an 
EU/EEA national 

you will be 
directed to the 

following screens 

https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/international-advice
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Bio-Metric Residence Permit Information 

Answer yes if you have a BRP  

Answer No if you have lost your BRP or 
don’t have one. If you don’t have one you 
will be directed straight to the ‘apply’ page 

Click ‘no’ 
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If you have children applying at 
the same time as you click ‘yes’ 

Check to see your name is the 
same as on your current 

passport 

Read the information about how to 
apply for a student visa and click on 

“Apply now” 
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You must be physically 
in the UK to apply for 
permission to stay in 

the UK. 

If you have another application with the 
Home Office, this application will ‘vary’ 
it. If this is your situation, contact the 
International Student Advice team for 

advice. 
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You will need to enter your email 
address and create a password of at 

least 8 characters which needs to 
include a letter or number. 

 Please make sure you note down your 
password and keep it safe. 

Answer the question who this email 
belongs to, it should be ‘You’ (unless 

applying for a dependant child). 

 Most students will not have an 
immigration adviser and can answer 
no, even if you receive advice from an 
International adviser at LJMU 

You will need to check your email and 
click on a link to verify your application  
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Check your answers and continue 

Click on answer questions about 
the applicant to begin the 

application 

Enter your name as shown in your 
passport. If your CAS does not reflect the 

same information as on your passport, you 
must get it updated.  

If you only have one name (you do not 
have both a given name and a family 

name) choose ‘I do not have both a given 
name and a family name’.  
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If you are known or have been known by 
another name, answer yes here and 

provide details 

You will be asked again to confirm your 
correspondence email 
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You are now asked for your telephone 
number and whether this is for use inside 

or outside the UK.  

The phone number can be a UK number or 
a number from another country.  

UKVI may contact you by phone so please 
ensure the number you give is correct 
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Please click to say whether you own or 
rent or ‘other’ 

Provide a correspondence address in the UK 
for you and confirm if the address is also 

where you live.  

It is very important that you write your full 
UK address, including any flat or apartment 

numbers.  

Your BRP is sent to this address so it must be 
correct. 
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You are then asked for your sex and 
relationship status.  

If you rent your accommodation, you 
will be asked for your Landlord’s 

details 
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You are then asked for 
your country and place of 
birth (e.g. city or province) 
and your date of birth (in 

DD/MM/YY format). 

 

You must enter your current passport 
details here.  

If you don’t have a valid passport at the 
time that you are applying for a Student 
Visa, contact the International Student 

Advice team for advice. 

Enter your country of 
nationality. If you hold 

more than one nationality 
you will be asked later on 

in the form for this 
information. 
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If you hold or previously 
held any other nationalities 

answer yes, and you will 
then be directed to a screen 
to add further information. 

 

If you are applying in the UK, you will 
need to have a visa or permission, which 
allows you to extend or switch to Student 

Visa. 

If you don’t have valid permission to be 
in the UK (because it expired or you have 

permission which doesn’t allow you to 
switch) contact the International Student 

Advice team. 

A  National Identity Card is issued by your 
Government.  

Not all countries issue these but if you do 
have one, enter the details here. 
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Choose from the drop 
down box what type of visa 

you have. 

If your visa is not on the 
drop down list, click on link 

below and add 
information. 

Check that your visa allows 
you to switch to Student 

visa in the UK. 

Put the start and end dates of your 
current or most recent visa in the UK 

here.  

Answer yes or no to this question. If 
you are not sure if you have ever 
had a visa revoked, cancelled or 

curtailed, contact the International 
Student Advice team for advice. 

https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/international-advice
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Answer here how long you have been 
living in the UK in years and months, 
rounded up to the nearest month. 

Provide details of both your parents. If you do not know the details of one or both of your 
parents, click on the link for more information. 

Some nationalities are required to register 
with the Police. If you are not sure, check  

HERE. 

https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/international-advice
https://www.merseyside.police.uk/advice/advice-and-information/ov/registering-overseas-visitor/af2/who-need-to-register/
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If you have a Biometric Residence Permit, the 
number is on the top right corner of the card. 

Important: If you have been issued with a Biometric Residence Permit, but it has been lost or 
stolen, you should report it to the Home Office immediately. See our information sheet for 

more details on lost/ stolen BRPs 

https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/international-advice
https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/discover/student-support/international-student-support/brp-passport-issues
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If you have a UK National 
Insurance number (if you 
have worked you should 
have one), provide the 

number here. 

If you have a UK issued 
driving licence, answer yes 

here. 

You will be asked if you have been to any 
other countries in the past 10 years (but not 

the UK, USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, 
Switzerland or the European Economic Area). 

  

 

Provide the name of the country you 
visited most recently. 
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Provide details of the reason for the visit 
and the dates of visit. 

You should continue to add any previous 
visits to other countries (apart from the 

exceptions) in the last 10 years. 
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English Language Section: 

Most LJMU students applying for a Student Visa for a course at degree level or above, 
will be able to prove their English language ability either through having previously met 
the English Language requirements or because LJMU, as a Higher Education Provider 
with a Track Record of Compliance, has stated on your CAS that the institution has 
assessed your English language and you meet the minimum B2 requirements in all four 
components 

Some other students, mainly those studying at below degree level, may have to prove 
English language ability through one of the other possible options 

If you have previously been granted 
a Tier 4/Student visa and have 
proven your ability to meet the 
requirements listed, and this is 
stated on your CAS, choose yes. 

 

You should answer no 
to this question unless 
your CAS states this is 

how LJMU have 
assessed your English 

ability. 

If you answer no to the question about previous evidence of English language ability, you will be 
asked other questions about proving English language ability until you answer yes. This should 

match what is stated on your CAS. 

https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/international-advice
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Immigration history problems 

If you have ever had problems with immigration in the UK or in another country, once you have 
given details of the immigration problem you faced, you will be asked whether you have faced any 
other immigration problems. If you have not, select ‘No’. If you have faced more than one issue, 
select ‘Yes’ and complete the information again.  

Please ensure that you complete this section accurately and truthfully. Failure to declare 
immigration issues can impact on your visa application, particularly if you fail to declare a previous 
visa refusal. Failure to declare a refusal can lead to a ban on immigration applications to the UK 
under the General Grounds for refusal. See HERE for more information. 

You must declare if you have had any 
immigration issues for the UK or any 

other country in the world. This may not 
affect your visa application for the UK, but 

it will depend on the issue.  

 

For most students studying 
at degree level or above if 
your CAS states LJMU have 

assessed your English ability, 
choose yes and yes to the 

follow up question. 

 

https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/international-advice
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/general-grounds-for-refusal-modernised-guidance
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If you have answered ‘yes’ to the previous question about immigration problems, you will be 
directed to a new set of questions about the type of immigration problem and for you to add 

details of what happened. 
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Breach of UK Immigration Law 

Separate to the immigration issues question, there is also a question about breaches of 
UK immigration law, this includes illegal working and overstaying your permission or visa 
to be in the UK. It is important to answer this question accurately and truthfully. 

If you have been to the UK, applied for, or held a UK visa previously, and you have 
breached UK immigration laws, you should seek specialist immigration advice as this could 
have an impact on your visa application depending on a number of factors including the 
offence, any mitigating circumstances and the length of time passed since the offence. 

 

Answer the question about 
any breach of UK 

immigration law yes or no. 

If yes, you will be asked to 
provide details of the 

breach of immigration law. 

If you answered yes to the 
question about breach of UK 
immigration law, you need 

to select how and give 
information about the 
breach including what, 

when and any explanation 
and mitigation that you 

have for what happened. 

 

Answer yes or no, if you have ever received 
medical treatment in the UK. 
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If you answered yes to receiving medical 
treatment in the UK, you should provide 

further information here. 
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Answer the question yes or no if you have 
ever received public funds in the UK. 

Visas generally have a no recourse to public 
funds condition but if you are unsure 

contact the International Student Advice 
team for advice. 

If you answered yes to the question about 
public funds, you should confirm which 

funds here. 
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Criminal Convictions and Other Penalties 

The application asks about any criminal convictions you have received. You will need to 
declare if any of these apply to you, whether they are spent or unspent.  You should 
answer these questions accurately and honestly.  

Convictions and penalties include official warnings, cautions as well as driving offences. 

If you need to declare a conviction or are awaiting trial, you should seek specialist 
immigration advice as it could have an impact on your application.  
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If you have ever received a criminal 
conviction or any of the other penalties 

listed here, you should select as appropriate 
and provide details. If not, select “No, I have 

never had any of these”. 

 

If you answered yes to any of the questions about criminal convictions or other penalties, 
depending on what you have selected you will be asked to provide more information about that 

conviction or penalty. 
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Terrorism, extremist organisations and good character questions section 

These questions need to be answered accurately and honestly. You should read all of the 
guidance on each screen and will need to click in the box to confirm that you have read this 

 If you answer yes to any of these questions, you should seek specialist immigration advice. 

Answer these questions yes or no. If you 
answer yes to any, you will be required to 

provide details. 

Answer these questions yes or no. If 
you answer yes to any, you will be 

required to provide details. 
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Answer these questions yes or no. If you 
answer yes to any, you will be required to 

provide details. 

 

If you have ever worked in any of the 
organisations listed, you should select all 

that apply and answer follow up 
questions. 

We recommend that you provide brief 
details of the job title, scope of work and 

dates that you worked in that 
organisation. 

 

Information about your Student Visa sponsor (LJMU) 

You are now asked to provide details of your Student Visa sponsor including the sponsor license 
number and address.  

Your sponsor is LJMU and the details will be contained in your CAS statement 

https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/international-advice
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LJMU´s Sponsor Licence Number is stated on 
your CAS. 

The Sponsor´s (LJMU) address is stated at 
the bottom of your CAS 

 

LJMU is a Higher Education Provider 
with a track record of compliance.  

Select this option. 

Check your CAS for your primary site of study 
(course taught at). 

This will be different to the LJMU address at the 
bottom of your CAS, so select ‘No’ and provide 
the LJMU address at which your course is 
taught 
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Academic Technology Approval Scheme (ATAS) 

If you require ATAS, it will be shown on your CAS and in your offer letter so please 
check that carefully and you will be informed by the admissions or registry team if this 
is required. If this applies to you, you will only be able to apply for your visa when you 

have received ATAS clearance. 

If you are studying an undergraduate (Bachelors) 
degree, you will have applied through UCAS so 
you should select ‘Yes’ and provide your UCAS 

identification number.  

For most other courses, including exchange 
programme, you can select no. 
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If you require an ATAS 
clearance certificate, you 

should answer yes and 
provide the reference 

number. 

 

Official Financial Sponsor 

The next couple of questions are about Official Financial Sponsors. This is normally 
different to your Student Route sponsor (LJMU). If you or your family is financing your 
fees and living costs while you study, you don´t have an Official Financial Sponsor. 

An Official Financial Sponsor is where your fees and living costs are financed by either 
your government, the UK government or its agencies, an International Scholarship 
Organisation, an International Company or your education institution (LJMU) 

If you will receive Official Financial Sponsorship to pay your fees and living costs, answer the 
questions yes an select the evidence you are providing. If you or your family are paying for your 

fees and living costs, answer no. 
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If you your scholarship does not cover all the tuition fees and living costs required, choose ‘I am 
not being wholly sponsored’. If you select this option, you will be required to show that you have 
sufficient funds to cover the remaining living costs and tuition fees which not paid by an official 

financial sponsor. 

The course name and 
qualification should be 

entered as on your CAS.  

The qualification you will 
get will also be confirmed 

on your CAS. It may be 
shown as QCF or NQF 

instead of RQF, however it 
is the same. For example 

NQF 7 is the same as RQF 7 
on the application form. 

You should enter your 
course start and end dates 

as shown on your CAS. 
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Check your CAS, the amount of course 
fees you enter here should match the 

course fee on your CAS. This is the total 
amount of fees for the first or current 

year of your course (even if your course 
is more than 1 year long, you just need 
to provide information about the first 

year course fees).  

It is fine if you have not yet paid any 
fees, you will just need to show that you 

have sufficient funds to cover the 
unpaid tuition fees and your living costs. 

Click yes if you are receiving a student loan – 
no if you don’t. For a definition of a student 

loan, please see our Applying for a Student 
Route visa inside the UK guide. 

If you have your CAS number 
enter it here. You will not be 

able to submit your 
application without a CAS 

number 

https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/international-advice
https://www.ljmu.ac.uk/~/media/files/ljmu/discover/international-student-support/study-visas/insidetheuk.pdf?la=en
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If are using an educational loan as evidence, 
you should answer ‘Yes’ to this question. You 

will then be asked to confirm whether you 
have already received your loan. You can only 

use a loan letter for your Student visa 
application, if your loan is an educational loan 
and in your name. This letter must meet the 

requirements outlined in our guidance. 

If you need to show your finances for your 
visa application and you are relying on funds 
in your parent(s) name(s), you select no to 

the question are all the funds in your name. 

Select yes to the question about money held 
in your parent(s) name(s). 

You will also need to provide a letter of 
permission from your parent(s) and your 

birth certificate. 

If you need to show your finances for your visa 
application, answer ‘Yes’ if you are using a bank 

account in your name to cover all of the financial 
evidence, or you are receiving a scholarship 

which covers your any outstanding maintenance.  

If you are using your parent(s)/legal guardian(s) 
bank account to cover some of all of the funds, 

please select ‘No’ 
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At this stage, you can check and edit your 
answers.  

Additionally, if you want to add any 
dependants (if you meet the requirements 
for dependants), you can do at this stage. 

Checking your answers & adding dependents 

You will then be given an opportunity to check the answers you have provided on the 
application form. Please ensure you check everything carefully before moving on with 
the form.  

Some errors are minor and can be explained in a cover letter. However, some may lead 
to a refusal e.g. incorrect passport details or evidence of finances.  

It is your responsibility to ensure you have completed the form as accurately as possible 
before submitting it. 

You can also add any dependants who are applying at the same time as you, to your 
application (if you meet the requirements to have dependants with you in the UK) 

 

The checklist of documents for your 
application will depend on your answers 

and your individual circumstances. 

You will need to submit all of the 
documents on this list, not just the 

documents labelled mandatory. 

Read the information about providing 
your documents. 

If you are a low-risk national coming 
under the differentiation agreement  you 
please see Applying for a Student Route 

Guide  
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As part of your application, you will need to 
download and print a verification 

declaration consenting to the Home Office 
to request verification checks on any 

documents you submit as part of your 
application. 

Read the conditions checklist and confirm that 
you accept the conditions. 
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Immigration Health Surcharge 

You will be directed to the section for the Immigration Healthcare Surcharge (IHS).  

Click on ‘Go to IHS website’. You’ll then need to pay the IHS. You can check how much 
you’ll need to pay here: www.immigrationhealth-

surcharge.service.gov.uk/checker/type.  

It is currently £470 per year or part year of more than 6 months (or £235 for part year 
less than 6 months) of the visa plus the additional time on the visa. On the first IHS 
webpage, you will just need to read the information about the cost. Click ‘Continue’ 

after reading that page. 

Once you accept the declaration 
you cannot change any of your 

answers.  

By agreeing to this declaration, 
you are confirming that all 

information you have provided is 
correct.  

Providing incorrect or false 
information can have serious 

implications. 

This is the end of the application form. This is your last chance to check your visa 
application form to make sure all the information is correct. Once you go on to the 

payment pages, you will not be able to go back and amend any of the details. 

If you would like the International Student Advice Team to check over your application 
form, please email the PDF application form to internationaladvice@ljmu.ac.uk. 
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You’ll see a ‘Summary’ 
page. You’ll need to 

enter all of the 
information requested 
in the red hyperlinks to 
be able to proceed with 

your IHS payment. 

First click ‘Add where 
you are planning to 

stay’. You will then see 
this screen. As you are 
applying inside the UK, 

answer ‘Yes’ to the 
first question. For the 

second question about 
staying in the Isle of 

Man, Jersey or 
Guernsey, you should 

answer ‘No’. 

Click on the link to Go to IHS website and 
follow the instructions. 

Complete and check the other sections of the Immigration Health Surcharge some of which 
should already be completed from the answers you gave in your visa application form. 
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If you are happy that 
you have provided true 

and accurate 
information, you must 

agree to this 
declaration to proceed 

to the payment. The 
next screen will tell you 
how much you have to 

pay in your local 
currency, click on ‘Pay 
now’ to complete the 

payment. 

Final submission of and paying for your Student Visa Application 

You will then proceed to the payment for the visa application. Once you pay the application 
fee, this is the date you have made your Student visa application.  
 
At that stage, you will be directed to UKVI’s Commercial Partner, Sopra Steria to register for an 
account with UKVCAS.  
 
You should register with UKVCAS and create a UKVCAS account; you are directed to do this when 
you complete your on-line application.  

You will receive an email from UKVCAS within 7-10 days advising you on what to do next. 
Please ensure you check your inbox and spam/junk emails. 

Please do not to download the app or try to make an appointment until you receive an email 
from UKVCAS inviting you to do so. If you have any questions please contact our International 
Student Advice Team on internationaladvice@ljmu.ac.uk. 
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Once you have 
paid the IHS, you 

will see this screen. 
You will receive a 

different IHS 
number, this is just 

an example. You 
should then click 
on ‘Return to my 
visa application 

After You Submit and Pay for your Student Visa Application 

Keep a copy of your submitted application and any evidence you submitted in support of your 
application and save in a secure location electronically. Save any emails you receive about your 
visa application including automated emails and confirmation emails. 

Regularly check your email (inbox and junk/ spam mail folders) and your mobile phone sms 
messages for the contact details you have provided for any contact about your visa application. 

When your visa application is decided, you will normally be notified by email along with a Visa 
Decision Letter. This letter is very important as it outlines your visa details. 

If you think you have made a mistake on your application form after you have submitted it, 
please contact the International Student Advice team immediately. Some mistakes are minor 
and are unlikely to affect your application. However, some errors can lead to a refusal e.g. failing 
to declare a past refusal or an application made for a UK visa. 
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